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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about the "closed-loop remediation" aspect of access certification when using Oracle Identity
Analytics (OIA)? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. After a certification cycle completes, the audit information can be viewed, so the remediation loop is closed. 

B. After a reviewer rejects access during a certification cycle, an automated request can be sent to the provisioning
service to remediate access, so the remediation loop is closed. 

C. After a reviewer rejects access during a certification cycle, the user in violation can remediate access, so the
remediation loop is closed. 

D. After a certification cycle completes, the user can request additional access, so the remediation loop is closed. 

E. Self-remediation is allowed by default for Oracle Identity Governance when integrating Oracle Identity Analytics and
Oracle Identity Manager. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the statement that is true about an access policy in Oracle Identity Manager. (Choose the best answer.) 

A. It contains detailed information about resources. 

B. It contains detailed information about roles. 

C. It is used to automate the provisioning of target systems to users. 

D. It contains connection information about resources. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/doc.1111/e14316/accesspolicies.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify three components of the Oracle Entitlement Server (OES)-based authorization service in Oracle Identity
Manager (OIM). (Choose three.) 

A. Policy Administrator Point (PAP), used for authoring policies. 

B. Policy Integration Point (PIP), used for integrating with other standards-based entitlement solutions. 

C. Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), used for enforcing authorization policy. 

D. Policy Decision Point (PDP), used for determining authorization decisions at run-time. 

E. Policy Authorization Point (PAP), used for delegating attribute retrieval to alternate data sources. 
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F. PolicyEntitlement Point (PEP), used for creationand destruction of entitlementattributes. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements describe how Oracle Privileged Account Manager (OPAM) integrates with target systems?
(Choose two.) 

A. OPAM uses Identity Connector Framework (ICF) connectors, but they must be modified to support OPAM. 

B. OPAM uses out-of-the-box Identity Connector Framework (ICF) connectors. 

C. OPAM can use customer-created, Identity Connector Framework (ICF) compliant connectors. 

D. OPAM cannot use customer-created, Identity Connector Framework (ICF) compliant connectors. 

E. OPAM cannot use Identity Connector Framework (ICF) compliant connectors; new OPAM connectors must be
developed for each application. 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E40329_01/admin.1112/e27152/get_started.htm#OP MAG31231 

 

QUESTION 5

View the Exhibit. 
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You have installed a connector, and you want to confirm that the connector library is loaded into the Oracle Identity
Manager database. Identify the query that produces the results in the Exhibit.(Choose the best answer.) 

A. select OJ_TYPE,OJ_NAME from OIMLIB_JARS; 

B. select OJ_TYPE,OJ_NAME from OIMHOME_JARS; 

C. select OJ_TYPE,OJ_NAME from OIM_JARS; 

D. select OJ_TYPE,OJ_NAME from OIMCONNECTOR_JARS; 

E. select OJ_TYPE,OJ_NAME from OIMLIBRARY_JARS; 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

How is a disconnected resource provisioned to a user? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Through requests only 

B. Through direct provisioning only 

C. Directly or through requests 

D. Through access policies 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E27559_01/admin.1112/e27149/disconn_resources.ht m#OMADM4958 

 

QUESTION 7

Which statement is true about changing the state of an audit rule in Oracle Identity Analytics (OIA)? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. The audit rule state cannot be changed when it is defined as part of an active audit policy. 

B. The audit rule state can be changed to "decommissioned," and all information about the rule is purged. 

C. The audit rule state can be changed to "decommissioned" and can never be changed to "active" again. 

D. The audit rule state can be changed to "decommissioned" and can later be changed to "active" only after being
approved by the policy owner. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference:https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E24179_01/doc.1111/e23369/oiaidentityaudit.htm#OI AAD313(see the note) 

 

QUESTION 8
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Oracle Identity Manager (OIM) 11gR2 enables multiple users to create customizations by using multiple sandboxes.
How can you avoid conflicts between thesemultiple sandboxes intended for publishing?(Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create one sandbox per user. 

B. Activate the sandbox and publish content before deactivation. 

C. Work on distinct artifacts in each sandbox. 

D. Use one sandbox per user and request changes to xelsysadm. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E27559_01/dev.1112/e27150/uicust.htm#OMDEV479 

 

QUESTION 9

What sequence of steps must you follow to get an entitlement from changed by using the Oracle Identity Manager (OIM)
Design Console? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Edit the current version. Set parameters. Make it active. 

B. Create a new version. Set parameters. Make it active. 

C. Deactivate the current version. Edit the current version. Set parameters. Make it active. 

D. Create a new version. Set parameters. Deactivate the current version. Archive the current version.Make the new
version active. 

E. Create a new version. Set parameters. Deactivate the current version. Remove the current version. Make the new
version active. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What delimiter is used in a flat file for running flat-file trusted reconciliation? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. , (comma) 

B. | (pipe) 

C. : (colon) 

D. The delimiter is configurable. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference:http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/tutorials/obe/fmw/oim/10.1.4/oim/
obe12_using_gtc_for_reconciliation/using_the_gtc.htm 
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QUESTION 11

The customer asks you to modify the OIM 11gR2 registration page to add a "Cost Center" field. 

Which sequence of steps do you use to edit the registration field using the ADF web- based composer? (Choose the
best answer.) 

A. Create a sandbox. Click Customize. Then, on a newtab in the same browser window, go
tohttp://hostname:port/identity/faces/register. The login page is displayed in customization mode. 

B. Edit the main pagepanelFormfrom the Identity Self-Service console. Add the cost center field fromData Component –
Catalog resources. 

C. Edit the main pagepanelFormLayoutfrom the Identity Self-Service console. Add the cost center field fromData
Component – Catalog resources. 

D. Create a sandbox. Click Customize. Then, ona new tab inthe same browser window, go
tohttp://hostname:port/identity/faces/signin. The login page is displayed in customization mode. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement is true about implementing attribute-level security for user attributes in Oracle Identity Manager (OIM)?
(Choose the best answer.) 

A. The authorization policy for user-defined fields (UDFs) is inherited from its parent object and cannot be changed. 

B. When a new user-defined field (UDF) is added, the User Viewer policy must be changed to allow view permission. 

C. To restrict an attribute from being seen or modified, you change its policy in OES and include the attribute in the deny
list. 

D. When a new user-defined field (UDF) is added, the User Administrator policy must be changed to allow view
permission. 

E. The authorization policy for user-defined fields (UDFs) is inherited from its parent object and also includes the UDF in
the deny list. 

Correct Answer: B 
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